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Executive summary
This report, commissioned by South Island Prosperity Partnership (to aid the regional economic development strategic
planning process), the City of Victoria (to aid the “Victoria 3.0” planning process), and Aryze Developments and BCI, provides
an initial international benchmarking comparison of Greater Victoria’s economic performance and prospects.
It draws on a variety of comparative performance and perception data that are important to the long-term growth and
success of smaller city-regions, in order to provide Greater Victoria1 with an ‘outside-in’ global perspective of its opportunities,
imperatives and constraints.
One of this report’s innovations is that it evaluates Greater Victoria against a ‘peer group’ of cities with whom it shares
attributes, and a second group that are larger and further along their journey of high value economic transition and which
Greater Victoria can aspire towards in the next cycle. This second group includes a mixture of world-class standard setters
(e.g. Helsinki and Eindhoven), specialized secondary cities (e.g. Aarhus and Vitoria-Gasteiz), and improving nimble cities (e.g.
Cork and Christchurch).

Performance outcomes
International benchmarking suggests that in 2020 Greater Victoria already had a number of critical ingredients to underpin
a successful growth and productivity-raising cycle. Greater Victoria is already by many standards a high performing region.
It has (to an extent unintentionally) become one of the world’s most liveable small city-regions, and now possesses enduring
advantages that continue to set it apart: an exceptional environment with low pollution and high access to natural and lifestyle
assets; a lower crime rate, a more efficient healthcare system and a more highly educated population than many of its peers.
Currently Greater Victoria is also able to deliver this liveability advantage within a relatively compact region setting, with
shorter commute times and fewer externalities associated with car dependency.

Spidergram summary of Greater Victoria’s performance compared to global peers
Source: The Business of Cities research. Based on use of an ELO algorithm to compare regional performance across multiple indicators against
nominated peer regions. See appendix for details.
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COVID-19 provides Greater Victoria with a rare and unusual window of opportunity to accelerate a transition to a
more innovative and productive economy. By international standards Greater Victoria already has promising industry
specialisations, a capable cadre of technology-based firms, and an established culture of entrepreneurship. Greater Victoria’s
rapid response to COVID-19, ability to accommodate remote working, and proximity to the United States market during a
period of fiscal and political turbulence, all create a context in which the region can now foster a higher calibre of jobs, talent
and opportunity. If it can do so Greater Victoria will be much better placed to withstand the medium-term shocks and longerterm changes triggered by the pandemic.
But a successful move towards a higher-value, more resilient economy will also require Greater Victoria to proactively
address key gaps. The benchmarking has revealed that other smaller city-regions that have accomplished this transition
more consistently attract and retain younger workers to participate in a more diversified economy, and have more of the urban
fabric, infrastructure, and concentration necessary to support it. Greater Victoria is more dependent on the public sector as an
economic and jobs driver than other peer regions. It has produced fewer high-growth technology companies that can catalyse
a wider ecosystem, and the evidence suggests that innovation outcomes do not yet match the region’s entrepreneurial spirit
and innovation infrastructure. Specialisms in advanced digital and maker sectors are still fairly small and purposeful clustering
is not as established. Less affordable housing and fewer large anchor firms are two reasons for fewer younger people than
among its peer regions.
Most indicators are bright for Greater Victoria, but the region has to act decisively to address its deficits, or the risk is that
it will miss the chance to transition to a high-productivity, high-opportunity, high-interaction and high-amenity economy.
Without a much larger innovation economy, more strategic anchor institutions, more magnetic commercial hubs, and improved
urban placemaking underpinned by a stronger physical and spatial platform, there is a risk that Greater Victoria will be unable
to reproduce and reinvest in the lifestyle ingredients that make the region so compelling. Greater Victoria may gradually
become locked in to a development path that is medium-productivity, low-affordability, and vulnerable to future shocks.

The journey for Greater Victoria
Greater Victoria is entering an exciting but turbulent decade. Looking ahead to the recovery and the next cycle as it starts to
take shape, the benchmarking data indicates that Greater Victoria may need to carefully consider:
•

maximizing the potential of the innovation district by ensuring close coordination between landowners, local growth
partners and place advocates in order to create an amenity-rich and high-quality place that creates a new level of
visibility, co-location and specialisation

•

increasing the population density of Downtown and the region’s core in order to drive innovation and visibility, and
deliver the agile urban environments fit for the post-COVID-19 generation

•

making the most of anchor institutions, and the potential for greater proximity and spillovers with other key
businesses and institutions to spur commercialisation

•

monitoring and investing in the physical and digital infrastructure platforms necessary to connect and serve an agile
regional economy and catalyse other positive changes.

•

paying close attention to how it uses its edges to build a sharper and more memorable international reputation
among more audiences, and a stronger business brand to match its excellent resident brand, all underpinned by a
unifying story about Greater Victoria’s past, present, and future.

The policies and approaches other regions have adopted in these areas are the subject of Report 2.
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Introduction
This paper was commissioned in Spring 2020 to provide an independent background investigation on Greater Victoria’s
competitive strengths and weaknesses in their global context. It is designed as part of a programme of work by The Business
of Cities to support six actions specified in Victoria 3.0 (but also carrying it forward into regional economic development
strategy through South Island Prosperity Partnership):

9.1 Measure the City and region against 10 Traits of Globally Fluent Metro Areas
9.2 Research policies and best practices
9.3 Undertake case studies on what cities/ regions have done with respect to SME innovation, R&D commercialisation,
First Nations economic reconciliation, and recovery from crises.
9.4 Determine comparator, high-performing, high-calibre cities
9.5 Gain insight on advancing key projects
9.6 Develop a measurement framework to track progress over time.

This report provides specific insights on points 9.4 and 9.6, in Victoria 3.0, drawing on The Business of Cities’ experience of
comparative city and regional performance to provide a distinctive and customised benchmarking analysis that:
•

compares Greater Victoria to a small ‘peer group’ of international locations with similar size, assets and relationships
within a wider urban region.

•

identifies the comparative strengths, gaps, and opportunities that can make Greater Victoria more internationally
competitive.

This paper builds on the premises that Greater Victoria is a region that:
•

is experiencing an important cycle of population growth, change and economic diversification and disruption, which
takes on a new hue amid the effects of COVID-19.

•

has inherited a distinct island character with a special lifestyle proposition, exceptional natural assets, and a lower
density and less intentional model of urban development.

•

has the potential to establish itself as a niche region that hosts high value-added activities to the benefit of BC,
Canada and the world.

•

may need new approaches to optimise its participation in the innovation economy and become a clearer hub within
the dynamic Pacific NorthWest region. 1
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What this paper is not
There are sometimes confusions about the origins and purposes of city and regional benchmarking. This particular work has
NOT been designed as:
•

an inside-out analysis of all of Greater Victoria’s economic, sectoral and fiscal evolution data.

•

an all-purpose assessment of Greater Victoria’s strategies, governance, fiscal or policy models.

•

a recommendation of new policies that Greater Victoria should adopt.

•

a statistical comparison of Greater Victoria’s brand and perception, and how that compares with the region’s
performance.

Instead, this paper presents an ‘outside in’ analysis of Greater Victoria’s current performance relative to comparable
international ‘peers’, using available data that are robust and relevant enough to compare cities and regions internationally,
across a series of strategic themes relating to the City of Victoria’s current priorities and ambitions as outlined in Victoria 3.0
(see below).
1.

Economic Resilience

2.

Innovation Economy

3.

Land Use and Spatial Form

4.

Mobility and Connectivity

5.

Liveability, Amenities and Appeal

6.

Health and Sustainability

Identifying Greater Victoria’s peers
Understanding and tracking peer regions is an important task for globally aspiring regions. For Greater Victoria, it can help to:
•

monitor progress, and spot areas of relative improvement and decline

•

set meaningful targets and thresholds

•

engage and educate stakeholders locally

•

track Greater Victoria’s journey towards high value economic transition.

In the following sections we benchmark Greater Victoria’s performance among a carefully selected group of 18 similar ‘peer’
cities globally (see Figure 1).
These peers consist of two groups:
•

a ‘core’ peer group, with whom Greater Victoria shares many attributes now.

•

a ‘wider’ peer group, composed mostly of slightly larger regions that have successfully acquired some or most of the
ingredients of a high value economy.
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Bergen

Gothenberg

Tallinn

Aarhus
Cork

Victoria

Malmö

Rotterdam
Cardiff

Helsinki

Eindhoven
Antwerp

Providence
Vitoria-Gastiez

Sunshine Coast
Newcastle
Core peer group
Wider peer group

Hobart
Christchurch

Figure 1: Greater Victoria’s ‘Peer’ Cities Internationally

The eight core cities are:

Aarhus, Denmark
Aarhus, Denmark’s second- largest city, is a rejuvenated coastal hub located 190km northwest of Copenhagen. Home
to Scandinavia’s second largest university, it is a major Nordic centre for research and education that has leveraged its
knowledge, marine and green assets to become a centre for trade, services and the biotech industry. In recent years, Aarhus
has adopted a clear internationalisation strategy to improve its ability to recruit and retain top talent, in which it has prioritised
better cooperation with businesses, organisations and knowledge institutions.

Bergen, Norway
An Atlantic maritime hub whose growth was historically driven by offshore oil and gas, Bergen is Norway’s 2nd largest city and
has become more strategic about its strengths in subsea technologies, naval institutions and oceanography research. It has
gradually established itself as the capital of ‘Western Norway’ and a national gateway to the country’s world-famous fjords and
mountains. Bergen has worked purposefully to diversify sources of tourism and to develop a broader economic identity as it
looks to reduce dependence on extractive industries.

Cork, Ireland
Cork city region is the key driver of southwest Ireland’s economy, and is an example of a smaller region whose higher level
government has been proactive at facilitating growth and supporting secondary centres to become much more productive. Cork’s
advantages include success at attracting larger companies to achieve talent attraction, and universities that are industry focused.
It is currently finding ways to accommodate population growth by permitting higher density development in the regional core,
growing the network of town centres and investing in better connections and co-ordination with neighbouring cities.
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Hobart, Australia
Hobart is the political capital and largest city of the Australian island state of Tasmania. With the second deepest natural port
in the world, it is an important gateway to the Antarctic, and hosts a specialist cluster of cold climate products and services
and scientific expertise. The city is home to a high concentration of marine scientists and many renowned Antarctic and
Southern Ocean scientific institutions. Despite many challenges of social inequality, it has successfully optimised its wellpreserved Georgian and Victorian architecture to drive cultural revival and renewal including strong engagement with its
indigenous population.

Newcastle, Australia
Newcastle is Australia’s seventh largest city, 160km north of Sydney. Formerly a hub for mining, steel production and trade,
it is pivoting to knowledge industries for a more resilient economy. The five councils that compose Greater Newcastle are
overcoming unsuccessful past attempts at collaboration to align their future visions for the region with this transition in mind.
The population of Newcastle continues to rise, driven by the revival of the city centre, re-urbanisation of its university, and
talent attraction from Sydney. This is creating new challenges to contain urban growth, attract larger new businesses and
skilled workers and maximise the opportunities of its port and airport. 2

Providence, United States
Providence, the political capital of the US state of Rhode Island, is a fairly compact city famed for its historic buildings,
extensive parkland system and large, deepwater seaport. The city is home to 8 hospitals and 7 post-secondary institutions,
which have in recent years helped to drive growth in healthcare and high-tech industries. A “Great Streets” initiative to
improve the city’s public spaces and encourage greater uptake of active transport is part of the effort to support an urban
fabric more conducive to the innovation economy.

Sunshine Coast, Australia
Sunshine Coast, Australia’s twelfth largest urban area, is currently undergoing a cycle of rapid transformation. Its beach village
lifestyle equation and access to natural inland amenities are helping the region to attract a new wave of workers from Brisbane
and become more spatially attuned. The pro-growth local government has been focusing on how to win reputation as a
smart community and preemptively maintain housing affordability. It is currently striving to secure nomination as a UNESCO
biosphere in order to preserve its natural landscapes, and has strategically designated one of its many centres as a definitive
CBD in an attempt to drive digital innovation and economic growth.

Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain
Vitoria-Gasteiz is the seat of government of the Basque Country in Northern Spain. It is consistently voted as among Spain’s
top 5 places to live, and yet has grown genuine economic strengths in healthcare, aeronautics and gastronomy. A former
European Green Capital and UN Global Green City Award winner, the focus of recent urban strategy efforts have been to
accommodate a growing population in central neighbourhoods, and to build a broad base of jobs around its high value
sectors.
The analysis of demographic, economic and strategic trends also identified a group of cities that have been making an
intentional transition to a higher value economy for longer. These cities can act as a target peer group for Greater Victoria
in the future.
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These cities all share:
•

a smaller population size within their national economies, with a regional population between 500,000 and
1,500,000, and/or core city population of less than 700,000

•

a pivot to the knowledge economy and efforts to grow the innovation ecosystem

•

an abundance of natural assets and their strong liveability proposition, including their coastal or river location and
easy access to state or national parks and nature reserves

•

an important role within the wider multi-city region

•

experience of a strong growth and demand cycle, that has required optimisation of infrastructure and investment
projects.

Many of these cities also share additional characteristics of specific relevance to Greater Victoria in the current period, for example:
•

specialisation in marine and maritime industries

•

track record of inner-city redevelopment and restructuring

•

successful efforts to promote economic and social inclusion and improve government agility

•

successful response to previous crises

•

joined-up approaches to growing the innovation ecosystem

•

successful deployment of innovation districts.
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City

City Size (m)

Metropolitan size (m)

Antwerp

0.52

1.2

Key Greater Victoria-relevant characteristics
Marine and maritime industry specialisation; track record of
inner-city redevelopment and innovation district development.
Efforts to promote economic inclusion and reskilling; track

Cardiff

0.36

0.5

record of inner-city reactivation and role of higher tier of government.

Christchurch

0.38

0.6

Eindhoven

0.23

0.8

Successful response to crisis; efforts to promote economic and
social inclusion of its indigenous population.
Successful deployment of innovation district; joined-up
approach to growing the innovation ecosystem; efforts to promote economic and social inclusion

Gothenburg

0.58

1.0

Helsinki

0.65

1.5

Malmö

0.32

0.7

Rotterdam

0.65

2.5

Efforts to promote economic and social inclusion; specialisation in marine and maritime industries
Joined-up approach to growing the innovation ecosystem;
efforts to promote government agility
Joined-up approach to growing the innovation ecosystem;
track-record of inner-city redevelopment and restructuring
Specialisation in marine and maritime industries; track record
of inner-city redevelopment and restructuring; joined-up approach to growing the innovation ecosystem
Digital innovation and diversified economy; efforts to promote

Tallinn

0.43

0.6

social and economic inclusion for a more advanced economy;
efforts to improve government agility

Table 1 : Characteristics of Victoria’s peer cities

In this paper we compare these regions across 6 segments in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of Greater Victoria’s:
•

Economic Resilience

•

Innovation Economy

•

Land Use and Spatial Form

•

Mobility and Connectivity

•

Liveability Fundamentals, Amenities and Appeal

•

Health and Sustainability
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Greater Victoria’s benchmarking
and data context
There are now more than 600 global benchmarks, spanning everything from detailed analytical studies by inter-governmental
organisations, to index reports produced by consulting firms and business schools, large-scale perception surveys, reviews of
performance and readiness in specific urban themes, and longitudinal statistical databases.
The Greater Victoria region appears in very few of these studies. Over the past year, Greater Victoria featured in fewer than
10% of these benchmarks, a much lower share than in Vancouver (45%), or other small cities such as Rotterdam (26%) and
Tallinn (22%). Greater Victoria is most visible in larger global studies on specific topics, such as exposure to air pollution,
resident quality of life, or all-round innovation ecosystem strength. It is rarely featured in the most high-profile and globally
influential comprehensive studies, which often focus on a few larger cities in each country.
This is important for several reasons. First, benchmarks provide an international resource on how a city and region is doing,
without which the task of fully assessing Greater Victoria’s progress becomes harder. Second, benchmarks themselves
also exert influence. They inform and shape the perceptions and decisions of mobile asset allocators, such as businesses,
investors, media, and institutions. Their public visibility means they also inform the choices made by mobile talent, and the
appetites of global visitors and entrepreneurs.
In the next period, Greater Victoria may attract more interest from benchmark producers — they may also seek wider thirdparty endorsement through a new and expanded generation of benchmarks. This can help to create a larger evidence base
for strategic conversation, and will provide more opportunities for Greater Victoria to excel and to promote its high scores.

The data
The rapid growth in comparative data on cities and regions means that assembling data that is truly comparable across
regions, countries and continents has become a richer but also more complex and challenging task. There are in some cases
inherent limitations relating to data availability, geographic scale comparisons and data quality. For this paper, data includes:
•

data from longitudinal statistical databases from recognised international data providers such as the OECD, Eurostat
and the UN

•

census, local and national statistics agency data

•

real-time databases of firm, investment and employment dynamics

•

crowd-sourced data uploaded by citizens on to online platforms

•

public benchmarks of city and regional performance

•

other comparative studies.

For a full note on scale, terminology, and full data criteria, please see the Appendix.
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Data and benchmarking in a post-COVID context
The equation for city and regional competitiveness is likely to change as a result of COVID-19. It is likely that a cycle of more
‘managed globalisation’ is beginning, defined by a more interventionist federal/state government environment, so multilevel government relationships will become a competitive differentiator. Meanwhile new dimensions to global competition,
including between smaller cities and regions, are emerging: on business climate, health management, resilience, competence,
and perceived ‘safe haven’ or stability status.
COVID-19 also presents scrutiny of the virtues and advantages of urban scale and density. This means there will be more
competitive analysis of how resilient the industry mix is, how well smaller regions can play complementary roles to larger
cities, and what the platforms are like to support a model of innovation, land use flexibility, and localisation. There will also be
more attention to detail on how well regions optimise public transport usage and shared spaces, and how they shift towards a
cleaner, climate conscious economy underpinned by sustainable metropolitan economies and infrastructure.
Post-Covid, the competitive advantage of smaller cities and regions will also manifest in how well they manage and mitigate
negative impacts and shocks, such as:
•

A permanently altered visitor economy and changing appetites of both business and leisure tourists

•

A severely curtailed arts and culture ecosystem constrained by consumer caution and transport restrictions.

•

An innovation economy inhibited by slower flows of talent and ideas to fuel the ecosystem.

New indicators will emerge to track these phenomena in more detail. This has observed some key metrics and analysis
where data allows.
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1. Economic resilience
SUMMARY
Modest productivity growth in recent years means Greater Victoria remains a medium productivity city
region by global standards. It has the slowest productivity growth among peer regions since the height of the
financial crisis, and is in the bottom 20% of small metropolitan areas in OECD nations. The narrower gap in productivity compared to the regional hub, Vancouver, indicates that wider regional efforts to create higher value
jobs may be required in the next cycle.
Greater Victoria has a larger core of financial, professional, scientific and technical jobs relative to its peer
city regions internationally. This has helped the region to serve regional and global commodity markets, and to
create new high-earning jobs that have underpinned growth in other industries. It also means Greater Victoria
has a higher concentration of jobs amenable to remote-working, which has helped to strengthen resilience to
the current crisis.
Greater Victoria benefits from a dual advantage of having one of the most highly educated populations
of any small city region, and complementary post-secondary institutions that share in the region’s resilience objectives. Degree attainment in Greater Victoria is above major European and Australian talent hubs.
Post-secondary institutions score highly for global agendas on sustainability in both research and practice, but
are unusual by international standards for not having a downtown presence.
By international standards Greater Victoria has a larger working age population, but also fewer young
people and more elderly dependents. This raises a challenge for Greater Victoria in the coming years, to
achieve the economic mix, vibrancy, critical mass and lifestyle quotient to strengthen attraction and retention of younger generations.

Into the 2020s, economic resilience for a relatively small, remote region is no longer just about building a diversified economy.
It also involves improving the ability to support and grow an agile workforce, pivot into new industries and growth sectors, and
foster the industry relationships that will withstand unforeseeable global crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Resilience
also goes hand in hand with the transition to a higher value economy. As this pandemic and multiple other examples illustrate,
higher value economies tend to be better able to withstand economic shocks, and more successful in delivering a broad base
of economic prosperity, across many decades.
In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

economic productivity

•

industry and employment mix

•

talent and university strengths

•

regional demographics.
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Productivity
Greater Victoria remains a medium productivity city region, both by global standards and relative to other smaller regions
among its international peer group. Current GDP per capita puts it in the bottom half of all OECD metropolitan areas, and the
bottom 20% of small OECD metropolitan areas.3 There is a 10% productivity gap to the Canadian average and a 20% gap to its
wider peer group (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: GDP per capita over time for
Greater Victoria and selected peers

Source: OECD, Metropolitan Areas dataset. No data
retrieved for Greater Victoria after 2016.

Greater Victoria’s productivity grew very slowly in the last economic cycle. Greater Victoria stands out as being the only city
among its measured international peers to have a lower productivity in 2016 than at the height of the financial crisis in 2009.
International peer cities with much higher productivity in 2009 have in general further widened their gap with Greater Victoria,
growing their productivity much more rapidly (see Figure 2).
Unusually in the current global economy, Greater Victoria is only a little less productive than its regional hub city,
Vancouver. In most OECD countries especially, the larger centres of multi-city regions are growing their high value jobs base
faster than smaller city regions and rural areas, due to the variety of agglomeration effects that see workers, businesses,
customers and investors benefit from the interactions deriving from scale and proximity. The small gap to Vancouver
suggests that regional linkages may be fewer than in other peer regions, and that whole-region or whole-province efforts to
improve productivity may be required in order for Greater Victoria to bridge the gap with international peers.

Figure 3: Productivity
compared to regional hub city
Source: GDP per capita data from census
agencies and similar; latest available
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Industry mix
Greater Victoria’s economy is more dependent on the public sector for employment relative to its international peer group.
Its industry and jobs breakdown shows a higher level of reliance on health and social care, and public administration, relative
to other cities. More than 13% of the region’s jobs are currently in public administration, which is 7% higher than the average
among Greater Victoria’s core international peer group, and also more than 6% higher on average among Canadian peer cities
reporting to the World Council for Cities Open Data Portal.4

Figure 4: Indicative concentration of employment by major industry sector in Greater Victoria,
relative to peer average (not to be used as direct like-for-like due to minor definition discrepancies)
Source: Census data. *Based on aggregation of sectors according to different national definitions (see Appendix for full details). Cork not included
due to incompatible sector definitions.

Relative to international peers, Greater Victoria has a larger pool of digital, financial and real estate services professionals
serving regional and global markets. Nearly 9% of workers are currently employed in professional, scientific and technical
jobs in Greater Victoria, compared to 5.6% on average among Greater Victoria’s core peer group. The share of people working
in finance, insurance and real estate is now higher in Greater Victoria than on average among its peers, and the region has the
2nd highest share of jobs in the information, culture and recreation sector. Overall there is a significant concentration of highvalue knowledge and business services that are remote-working friendly.
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Talent and university strengths
Among small city-regions Greater Victoria has one of the most highly educated populations globally. With more than 50%
bachelor’s level degree attainment or higher, Greater Victoria has the highest attaining population among both its core and
wider peer group. Greater Victoria’s higher education attainment rate is also higher than in European talent hubs such as
Zurich and Stockholm.5
Economic resilience has been supported by a responsible set of post-secondary institutions in University of Victoria,
Camosun College and Royal Roads University. Each institution promotes efforts to reform curricula to focus on resilience,
adaptation, and blended learning. In the latest study assessing universities’ progress towards implementing the SDGs, the
University of Victoria ranks an impressive 4th globally for climate action and 25th for responsible consumption and production.6
This highlights an opportunity for the region’s post-secondary institutions to help lead the charge on major global agendas
and be responsible stakeholders in Greater Victoria’s journey to even stronger resilience.

Figure 5: Higher Education attainment by region
Source: Census data (latest available). *In US cities, figures for 18+ converted to 15+ based on county-level population estimates. **Newcastle here
defined at the Newcastle-Maitland urban area scale. *** Data for European peers is at the regional scale (NUTS 2).
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Demographic fundamentals
Greater Victoria’s population profile is currently favourable relative to peers but younger talent will become a priority.
Over the past 15 years, Victoria’s built-up area population grew by 18%, putting it on a par with Seattle, Dublin and Vienna,
and among the top 100 fastest growing small city regions in North America, Europe and Australasia. Over the next 15 years,
Victoria is set to be among the top 100 fastest growing city regions in North America, and just outside the five fastest growing
Canadian urban regions. Over this period, on a like for like basis, Greater Victoria will grow faster than Toronto, Montreal,
Boston and New York, and faster than any of the cities in its wider peer group.7
Greater Victoria benefits from a larger working-age population than many of its international peers. More than 65% of
Greater Victoria’s population is between 15 and 64 years old, and the city region has the 2nd highest working age population
among its core peer group.

Figure 6: Relative breakdown of population by age groups
Source: Census data, latest available data. Dark blue = current peers. Light blue = peers to aspire to.

But by global standards, Greater Victoria is also home to fewer young people and more elderly dependents, which may
raise challenges in the coming years as its working-age population retires. Greater Victoria already has the highest
proportion of people aged over 65 among its wider peer group, and the lowest share of people aged 0-14. In addition, 15% of
Greater Victoria’s population is above 50 years old, the second highest share among its wider peer group after Vitoria-Gasteiz,
and less than 25% of the population is between 15 and 35 years old (see Figure 6). This points to an emerging imperative for
Greater Victoria to attract and retain younger workers to support its growing elderly population, and support its working-age
residents. This may co-incide with wider imperatives around the co-location of housing, transport and healthcare services and
the curation of new city centre locations that are attractive to younger generations.
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2. Innovation economy
SUMMARY
Greater Victoria already has many of the promising fundamental ingredients necessary to grow its innovation
ecosystem. On a like for like basis, it is home to more early-stage innovative start-ups than other regional
economies. The concentration of jobs in finance, insurance, law and real estate can support companies scaling
up, while there are also emerging signs of specialisation in creative industries and ocean tech that can be built
upon in the next cycle. The entrepreneurial mindset and culture of risk taking is also very present.
However, there are also some important barriers to be addressed if the region is to fully exploit its innovation
potential. The city region does not yet have a critical mass of rapidly scaling or globally influential technology
companies, and appetite, incentives and ability to scale up the firms that do exist remains a key challenge. A
much higher proportion of the region’s innovative firms are small relative to international peer cities and barriers
to accessing venture capital remain relatively high. Greater Victoria also has a lower level of specialisation in
specific high-growth, future-ready industries such as AI, quantum computing, Greentech and MaaS.
Greater Victoria’s post-secondary institutions stand out for their strong track record of supporting innovation
and attracting international researchers. But the ability of these institutions to catalyse the innovation economy
is held back by a lack of downtown presence and more limited research power. Greater Victoria remains one of
the only city regions in its wider international peer group without a university presence downtown.

A region’s innovation economy depends on scale, specialisation, and incentives to enterprise.
In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

innovative firm activity and performance

•

innovative firm specialisations

•

venture capital activity

•

quality of entrepreneurial infrastructure

•

employment dynamics

•

innovation track record of post-secondary institutions.
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The promise
Greater Victoria already possesses promising innovation intensity. On a like-for-like basis the Greater Victoria region has
twice as many innovative companies as Malmö or Manchester, and is even on a par with Stockholm and Los Angeles. Greater
Victoria also ranks 2nd among its core peers behind Providence for the number of recognised tech-enabled start-ups, scaleups and companies, and is already on par with some of the cities it can aspire to becoming, such as Gothenburg. One major
study places Victoria in the top 150 most innovative cities globally in terms of the all-round scale and maturity of its innovation
ecosystem.8 This puts Victoria on a par with larger secondary cities such as Lyon, Porto, Glasgow and Adelaide, or among the
top 25 among sub 1-million person city-regions, ahead of Cambridge, UK.
Greater Victoria is also home to a stronger cluster of services firms that have the potential to fuel and finance the innovation
economy. 4.5% of Greater Victoria’s workforce are employed in finance, insurance and real estate, compared to a peer average
of 3.4%. Capable talent in these industries is one reason why Victoria ranks 117th globally in a major study of the world’s
best fintech ecosystems.9 Victoria is now in the global top 10 among small regions, or on a par with Lausanne, Utrecht and
Gothenburg. Greater Victoria is also among the top 10 small regions globally for the presence of top companies with expertise
in architecture, engineering and related urban services, or 2nd among all of its peers.10 These harbour potential to be part of
the set of cross-fertilising innovative sectors of the next cycle.
Greater Victoria’s innovation ecosystem benefits from a higher share of companies in creative-led industries. With 4.1% of
tech enabled companies in creative industries, the city region ranks 2nd among its core peer group and above many of the
cities in its wider orbit. The development of the Arts and Innovation District emerges as an opportunity to support the arts and
culture sector, that can in turn boost the creation of high-value jobs.
Greater Victoria can leverage its emerging specialisation in ocean tech.11 More than 1.6% of Greater Victoria’s recognised
tech-enabled firms are in ocean tech. This is the 5th highest share among its wider peer group and puts Greater Victoria
on a par with or ahead of other regions with established marine and maritime clusters such as Rotterdam and Antwerp.
The development of the Ocean Futures Cluster can help to support and grow existing companies and develop world
leadership in that sector.
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Figure 7: Number of recognised tech-enabled firms by stage of evolution
Source: Crunchbase (June 2020 data). See appendix for details of terminology used.

Companies are supported by a well established entrepreneurial infrastructure. Greater Victoria is 10th out of 220 regions
globally for the number of co-working spaces per capita and in the top 20% globally for the number of tech meetup members
per capita.12 This indicates an active and can-do culture, but raises questions about the efficiency and effectiveness of
entrepreneurship support.
Greater Victoria has a lower level of reliance on part-time and temporary jobs, and a more developed business culture of
actively seeking employees with technical abilities. As a share of all new job postings, Greater Victoria has a relatively high
share of full-time jobs, and also has the 2nd highest share of advertised remote jobs, at 3.86% of the total (see Table 1). Meanwhile
Greater Victoria is 3rd among its core peers for the share of job postings requiring data analytics, coding or scientific experience,
behind only Cork and Cardiff. This illustrates that Greater Victoria has a small but strong cadre of digital experts to draw upon. As
more high-value jobs are created, it is imperative to ensure the workforce have the skills to meet the demand.
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% full
time
jobs

% of
remote
jobs

Providence

76.2%

2.3%

Healthcare, Consumer goods

Victoria

60.3%

3.9%

Public Health Administration, Public Administration, Food & Hospitality

Cardiff

50.1%

4.8%

Food & Hospitality, Public Administration

County Cork

49.4%

5.1%

Consumer electionics, ICT Research Centre, E-commerce & Cloud Computing Services

Hobart

47.9%

1.4%

Public Administration, Food & Hospitality

Christchurch

47.3%

0.7%

Public Health Administration, Food & Hospitality

Sunshine Coast

45.6%

3.7%

Public Administration

Newcastle, NSW

40.5%

1.6%

Food & Hospitality, Public Health Administration

City

Sectors of top recruiter firms by size

Table 2: Share of FTE and remote job postings, and top recruiters across the region

Source: Indeed. Jobs do not sum to 100% as part-time jobs, apprenticeships and internships,
and commission positions have not been included in the analysis. Some job postings also do not
indicate the type of job. See appendix for further details and scale used.
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The barriers
Greater Victoria does not yet have a critical mass of rapidly scaling or catalytic tech firms by international standards.
While the region has many tech-enabled firms operating in the region, it still has room to improve to catch up with the cities
in its wider peer group. While its wider set of peers record on average 42 globally influential and rapidly scaling tech-enabled
firms, Greater Victoria is only home to 25. In terms of globally influential firms, only Helsinki, Malmö, Tallinn, Rotterdam and
Gothenburg are above Greater Victoria among its wider set of peers, but the gap increases when looking at the number of
rapidly scaling ecosystem catalysers (see Figure 7).
Greater Victoria has many more small companies among its pool of tech firms, suggesting that appetite, incentives and
ability to scale may be a challenge. Relative to its peers, Greater Victoria has the 3rd highest proportion of small firms,13 at
around 88%.
Greater Victoria’s innovation economy has fewer defined specialisms in high growth, future-ready industries relative to
its peers. Relative to its full peer group, Greater Victoria is a HQ location for more high-tech innovation firms in financial
services and fintech (+46%) and pharmaceuticals, biotech and life sciences (+41%), but fewer in low carbon and cleantech
(-33%) and engineering and advanced manufacturing (-54%). Greater Victoria also falls slightly behind its peers for the share
of companies specialised in next-generation, disruptive technologies such as artificial intelligence, quantum computing or
augmented reality (-2%), and for adoption of sector-specific technologies such as advanced manufacturing, green tech, or
mobility-as-a-service, with only 6.2% of its innovative firms specialising in those sectors compared to an average of 11.4%
among its wider peer group (see Figure 8). Greater links between research institutions and industry can boost knowledge
transfer from research to industry and support SMEs in product development and commercialisation.
Consumer Goods
& Services
Tourism, Leisure
& Hospitality

Creative Industries

Mobility,
transportation
& logistics

Education & Training

Manufacturing,
processing
& agriculture

Energy

Engineering,
Design & Advanced
Manufacturing

ICT & New
Technologies

Health & Medical
Government
& Defence

Financial &
Business Services

Victoria relative to current peers
Average among peers

Figure 8: Breakdown of tech-enabled firm activity by major sector, compared to current global peers
Source: Crunchbase (June 2020 data). See appendix for methodology.
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Greater Victoria’s innovative firms appear to face more barriers to attracting venture capital. Greater Victoria does not
yet have the venture capital activity required to support the innovation ecosystem, especially among early-stage ventures.
Among its core peer group, Greater Victoria has the 2nd lowest share of start-ups and scale-ups backed by venture capital,
with only 10.9% of its firms having received venture capital investment compared to an average of 25%.14 This is an even
more important concern for Greater Victoria’s early-stage ventures, as only 5% of firms raising seed funding or Series A have
received VC investment compared to 32% on average among its core peer group. Of the firms that do succeed in attracting
VC investment, 4.5% have received more than €1m in funding, compared to 8% in Newcastle, 7.4% in Cork and 6.5% in
Sunshine Coast.15
Greater Victoria’s innovation economy is not yet highly complementary to Vancouver and Seattle. Greater Victoria’s
innovation economy is quite similar to that of Vancouver and Seattle in terms of its overall sector mix. The differences in
specialisation range between 4% and -4%, indicating that there are not yet highly distinctive specialisations in Greater Victoria
that serve the whole region. Greater Victoria does however boast a higher specialisation in advertising, marketing, edtech and
creative industries (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Greater Victoria’s innovation economy relative to Vancouver and Seattle’s sector mix
Source: Crunchbase (June 2020 data). See appendix for details of terminology used.
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Higher education innovation catalysts
Greater Victoria stands out as having a critical mass of post-secondary institutions with a strong track record of supporting
and driving innovation and attracting international researchers. The University of Victoria is currently ranked 61st globally
in the major study of how well universities drive progress on Sustainable Development Goal 9 — Industrial Innovation and
Infrastructure through creating new patents and spin-off firms and attracting research income from industry partners.16
Similarly, research programmes and curriculum initiatives of Camosun College Royal Roads University indicate appetite to
adapt to the post-COVID context. The University of Victoria also ranks an impressive 2nd among its wider peer group for
international outlook, reflecting its ability to attract students and academics from around the world (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: University performance of highest performing university in each region
Source: Times Higher Education (2020).

But the overall potential of Greater Victoria’s post-secondary institutions to catalyse innovation is constrained by a lack
of downtown presence and more limited research power. Its main research university, the University of Victoria, is located
more than 5km away from the city centre, compared to an average of 2.4km among its peer cities. Meanwhile, although the
University of Victoria’s international outlook, citations and industry income are on a par with that of its international peers, its
research influence is not yet viewed to have reached top global standards.
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3. Land use and spatial form
SUMMARY
Greater Victoria has been slower than many of its peers to move to a medium-density development model.
It has the lowest built up area density among nearly all the city regions that Greater Victoria can aspire to in
the next cycle except Helsinki and Malmö, and its city centre has the lowest residential density among its core
peer group except for the Australian cities. In the face of sustained population growth, the risk may be that
Greater Victoria sprawls, with attendant negative impacts on economic intensity, commuter liveability, and
carbon emissions.
Greater Victoria has a more dispersed innovation ecosystem and a less established pattern of clustering and
co-location among existing tech-enabled firms relative to its peers. The new Arts and Innovation District may
help to boost the process of co-location and collaboration that has been critical to the success of smaller European
regions’ innovation journeys, but this will likely depend on close coordination between landowners, local growth
partners and place advocates and on efforts to marry up innovation uses with amenities and public spaces.
In the next cycle, Greater Victoria will face new imperatives to pursue infrastructure projects as anchors of new
high proximity, mixed-use precincts that can help ultimately to close the productivity gap with other regions. The
current CBD growth project can help the region to develop the critical mass of city centre residents required to
drive innovation, strengthen productivity, and deliver the next generation of high-amenity urban living.

In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

spatial form: built-up area density and city-centre (downtown) density

•

spatial dynamics of the innovation ecosystem

•

housing stock and dwelling type.
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Spatial form
Greater Victoria’s built-up area is less dense than that of its peers. Greater Victoria’s built-up area is nearly a third less dense
than other Canadian regions, and nearly half as dense as the European peer average of 3,100 per km2.17 Continuing to pursue
ambitions for a medium-density development model may help the region to unlock the medium-density, high-amenity model
that drives talent attraction in many of Greater Victoria’s European peers.

Figure 11: Built-up area density

Source: OECD, 2018.
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Greater Victoria’s downtown scale and density is also relatively low compared to that of its peers. Its city centre has the
lowest residential density among measured regions in its current peer group outside of Australia, and at 3,970 people per
sq.km., Greater Victoria’s city centre density is significantly lower than the wider peer average of 6,500 people per sq.km.
It has been well established that a larger residential population in the city centre has been a major driver of economic
diversification and demand in other cities.

Population

Size (km²)

Density
(inhabitants/km²)

CBD* population as
share of region

Vitoria-Gastiez

37,880

1.5

25,420

11.6%

Providence

17,800

1.7

10,220

1.1%

Rotterdam

34,000

4.9

6,970

5.2%

Helsinki

12,700

2.0

6,230

0.8%

Bergen

6,770

1.2

5,640

1.6%

Tallinn

4,440

1.1

4,030

1.0%

Victoria

6,150

1.6

3,970

1.7%

Malmö**

27,590

7.0

3,940

3.7%

Eindhoven

8,130

2.6

3,090

1.1%

Hobart

2,300

1.9

1,210

1.0%

Newcastle, NSW

4,910

5.9

830

1.5%

Table 3: CBD size and scale, and relationship with wider region
Census data. *See Appendix for details. *Malmö’s size includes the port area.
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Spatial dynamics
There is now evidence that proximity is a driver of innovation within city regions. The emergence of innovation districts
worldwide reflects the recognised importance of firms in certain industries being more tightly clustered in order to drive
discovery and create opportunities for people and small and medium-sized enterprises. Proximity between firms, institutions
and investors typically enhances trust and collaboration, enables the sharing of spaces, infrastructure and equipment, and
can facilitate knowledge transfer.
Relative to other cities, Greater Victoria’s innovation ecosystem appears to be more dispersed, characterised by a less
established pattern of clustering and co-location among tech-enabled companies. It is less clustered than the majority
of international cities, and lacks the critical mass for a small city to develop a strong innovation economy. Learning from
other cities, such as Eindhoven, Malmö or Helsinki, the city region can facilitate co-location of innovative firms and develop
a more clustered economy. Around 95% of Greater Victoria’s recognised tech-enabled firms are located in Victoria and
Saanich.18 There are a few small pockets of innovation across the region, such as the Vancouver Island Technology Park, led
by the University of Victoria, and pockets of clustered innovation-rich firms along Keating Cross Road (for example), but the
creation of Victoria’s Arts and Innovation District, as part of its Victoria 3.0 strategy, is clearly an essential part of the process
of co-location and collaboration. Close coordination between landowners, local growth partners and place advocates will be
essential in creating an amenity-rich and high-quality place to benefit residents and businesses.
Greater Victoria’s innovation economy is also more evenly spread across multiple industries. Many other smaller regions are
more specialised in particular sectors where they have advanced industrial functions or research niches (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Spatial
concentration and industry
diversification of Greater
Victoria and peer cities’
innovation economies
Source: The Business of Cities
– geo-analysis of firm location
and industry activity – based on
June 2020 Crunchbase data. See
Appendix for details.
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Housing stock
Greater Victoria’s relatively low-rise, low density housing pattern means land consumption is still relatively high compared
to other regions. 40% of the region’s housing stock is composed of single detached houses, and a further quarter is made up
of apartments in buildings with fewer than 5 storeys. Meanwhile, apartment buildings with more than 5 storeys represent only
6% of Greater Victoria’s housing stock, compared to 10% across Canada.19 Greater Victoria has a higher share of multi-family
buildings than the Canadian average, but significantly fewer than in peers, for example in Scandinavia.
Greater Victoria also has a relatively high home ownership rate. At 63%, the rate of homeownership in Greater Victoria is in
line with that of its current peers (63%), but significantly higher than many of the European peers that Greater Victoria can
aspire to, such as Malmö (50%), Cardiff (56%) and Gothenburg (57%).20 This suggests there will become an important agenda
about how Greater Victoria produces the mix of tenures and residential living styles to suit a flexible, high interaction economy.
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4. Mobility and connectivity

SUMMARY
Greater Victoria still has an efficient commuting system compared to its international peers. The region
benefits from short commuting times and an encouraging modal split, with 15% of its population adopting
active transport modes to go to work. This is a strength that Greater Victoria can improve upon in the next
cycle, especially as it directly links to regional productivity and well-being.
However, the region stands out for slower momentum in terms of high-capacity public transport
infrastructure or wider pipeline of catalytic projects. Many of Greater Victoria’s peer city regions are pushing
forward with ambitious transport infrastructure projects and have amassed the tools necessary to deliver
efficient bus rapid transit, light rail, subway and commuter rail systems. Although Greater Victoria is investing
in important sustainability projects such as the Capital Regional Wastewater Treatment Project, larger catalytic
projects to accelerate the growth of the low carbon economy may be needed.
As regional, global and digital connectivity become even more critical in the post-Covid economy, Greater
Victoria needs to be vigilant about its physical and digital platforms. Improved connectivity to high innovation
cities in the West Coast and beyond, as well as efforts to ensure greater consistency in regional internet
speeds, may become more important competitive differentiators.

In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

spatial form: built-up area density and city-centre (downtown) density

•

spatial dynamics of the innovation ecosystem

•

housing stock and dwelling type.
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Strengths
Greater Victoria is still efficient for car-driving commuters by global standards. More than 70% of Greater Victoria’s
population commutes for less than 30 minutes.21 This means the share of Greater Victoria’s population with a short commute
is higher than the Canadian and United States average of 61%.22 Greater Victoria also has the lowest average commute time
among its 6 core international peers for which comparable data are available, and an average commute time nearly 4 minutes
shorter than the United States average.23 However, the experience of other smaller city regions globally shows that these
advantages can be quickly eroded when population growth is not sequenced with effective, high-capacity public transport
infrastructure, which will create an imperative for Greater Victoria to remain vigilant into the next cycle.
Greater Victoria inherits a lower car dependency than many of its core international peers, but shifts will be required. Only
60% of people drive to work, the lowest share among core peers for which comparable data are available. Greater Victoria also
has the highest share of people choosing to commute via active transport among this core peer group, at more than 15%. The
future development of Greater Victoria’s regional bicycle network and other e-mobility options can increase this split, as car
dependency is still higher than in many European regions. Antwerp and Malmö for example have a car dependency of around
50%, and an active transport split ranging between 20% and 32% (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Mode share of travel to work trips
Source: Census data. *In all cases, “did not/prefer not to say” and “did not go to work” have been excluded from the denominator of total trips to work.
**Private vehicle = car, van, truck or motorcycle (driver or passenger). ***Other = taxi and “other”.
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Potential competitive challenges
Greater Victoria is alone among its peers to lack high-capacity public transport infrastructure. Apart from its local bus
network, Greater Victoria does not yet have any high-capacity public transport systems. While this is in part due to the
region’s unique geography, it results in more cars per capita and reduced ability to accommodate CBD growth. With 68 cars
per 100 people, Greater Victoria has the 2nd highest number of cars per capita among 11 peers, only behind Sunshine Coast
(85) and significantly above its Nordic peers’ average of 43 cars per 100 people. Driving a high-investment, high return public
transport system appears to be challenged by the crowd-sourced perception that Greater Victoria’s public transport is one of
the most expensive as a proportion of income among its core peer group. The vast majority of Greater Victoria’s international
peers have or are planning for two or more forms of high-capacity public transportation infrastructure, including bus rapid
transit, light rail and tram, metro or subway systems, and regional commuter rail (see Table 4). This has allowed these regions
to anchor larger scale urban economy adjustments.

City

Bus rapid transit?

Light rail/tram?

Metro/subway?

Commuter rail?

Total

Antwerp

N

Y

Y

Y

3

Gothenberg

Y

Y

N

Y

3

Rotterdam

N

Y

Y

Y

3

In progress

Y

N

Y

2.5

Aarhus

N

Y

N

Y

2

Bergen

N

Y

N

Y

2

Eindhoven

Y

N

N

Y

2

Malmö

N

N

Y

Y

2

Providence

Y

N

N

Y

2

Tallinn

N

Y

N

Y

2

Sunshine Coast

N

In progress

N

Y

1.5

Cardiff

N

N

N

Y

1

Cork

N

N

N

Y

1

Newcastle

N

N

N

Y

1

Christchurch

N

N

N

N

0

Hobart

N

N

N

N

0

Victoria

N

N

N

N

0

Vitoria-Gastiez

Table 4
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Other regions are pursuing larger catalytic projects that can drive positive spillovers. Greater Victoria is investing in
important sustainability initiatives, and the Capital Regional District Wastewater Treatment Project is the 5th most expensive
per capita among the largest infrastructure projects currently being delivered in Greater Victoria’s peer cities. But many
of Greater Victoria’s international peers are proactively investing in infrastructure projects that are tailored to imperatives
to accommodate growth, improve connectivity, and achieve significant emissions reductions. Identifying the next catalytic
project post-Covid-19 that aligns with the economic vision will be an important task.
Greater Victoria is competing in a context where its regional rail and global air connectivity is much more limited than its
peers’. Among the 150 most globally influential urban economies globally, Greater Victoria can only access 7 within a 5-hour
journey time. This is significantly lower than the 21 that Greater Victoria’s wider peer group can access (see Figure 14). At
the same time, the time and speed for large scale non-air based travel between Vancouver and Victoria is much greater than
other similar regions (see Figure 15). This has important implications for how Greater Victoria organises to overcome these
disadvantages and build a complementary economy.

Figure 14: Number of global top 150 economies in a 5-hour flight reach
Source: Airport reports and desk research. *150 most globalised cities according to the GaWC Group
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Figure 15: Internal connectivity with largest regional centre
Source: Google Maps. Measures time and speed from a defined central point/station in each region.

Greater Victoria’s digital infrastructure appears to have room to improve relative to that of its peers. Fixed upload and
download broadband speeds are still relatively slow by global standards. The region ranks 11th out of 12 major Canadian cities
for its internet speeds and it is 12th among its wider peer group of 16.28 While some parts of the region record fast upload
and download rates, up to 60 and 120 mbps respectively, speeds are more uneven across the region than in other regions.29
Although the region has 2 submarine cable landing points within a 100km radius, wider peer regions are on average located
much closer to these access points.30 Optimising connectivity will be key for Greater Victoria to become a more recognised
leader in digital and ‘contact free’ industries.
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5. Liveability fundamentals, amenities, 		
and appeal

SUMMARY
Greater Victoria inherits very high living standards by global standards, which it can promote even more
decisively to domestic and global employers and talent. Its temperate climate, excellent access to natural
assets, low crime rate and healthy air quality combine to make it both an attractive destination to visit and to live
in. Greater Victoria can champion its livability credentials and demonstrate an aspiration for global leadership.
Greater Victoria has historically relied on its visitor economy more than in other regions. Now, COVID-19 has
shone light on the necessity for the region to diversify its economy and transition to the innovation economy to
build resilience.
Barriers of affordability and access are larger than in other regions, and mean the region’s inherited lifestyle
qualities have not yet been fully translated into broad-based millennial appeal. The housing market is
among the top 5% most unaffordable in the English-speaking world. Despite provincial and local efforts, more
decisive action in order will be required in order to accommodate a growing population. The next cycle of
Greater Victoria’s development may require new tools to proactively manage emerging growth externalities
such as these.

In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

perceptions of liveability, safety and environmental quality

•

access to lifestyle and retail amenities

•

crime rates

•

exposure to air pollution

•

visitor to resident ratios

•

housing and rental market affordability.
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Strengths
Greater Victoria benefits from high living standards by both global and national standards. For current resident perceptions,
Greater Victoria ranks in the top 20 city-regions with the best quality of life, and in the top 5 small city-regions globally.31
Victoria was also recently rated the 16th best small city to live in by Monocle’s high-profile expert survey, due to the temperate
climate, rich cultural life and emerging technology scene.32
Greater Victoria’s high quality of life indicators are improving in terms of its clean and green natural environment. With the
2nd highest share of outdoors activities among its core peer group, Greater Victoria offers many opportunities for workers to
pursue an active, outdoor lifestyle (see Figure 16). Meanwhile, according to real-time, crowd-sourced sentiment data, Greater
Victoria ranks 6th globally for residents’ perception of the overall quality of its environment, measured by light and noise
pollution, cleanliness and perceived quality of green spaces.33 In a post-COVID context, Greater Victoria communicates these
strengths more widely, and achieves wider global recognition.
Elements of the region’s amenity offer are also an advantage for younger people. In a global study of the concentration of
certain millennial-friendly amenities, such as vegan restaurants, coffee shops, tattoo studios, vintage boutiques and record
stores, Victoria places in the top 100, and in the top 30 among small regions. It also ranks 3rd among its core peer group and
4th among its wider peer group, ahead of Rotterdam, Gothenburg and Antwerp (see Figure 16).
A lower crime rate is an advantage for working-age families. Greater Victoria ranks among the global top 20 small city-regions
for residents’ perceptions of crime and safety.34 Greater Victoria also fares well in Canada for crime severity.

Figure 16: Access to
variety of amenities
Source: TripAdvisor, July 2020
data. See appendix for details of
methodology.
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Figure 17: Access to
next-generation in
demand amenities
Source: MoveHub (2018 data).

Greater Victoria’s low exposure to air pollution will become a more important advantage, but could be improved upon. In
2017, Greater Victoria had the 2nd lowest exposure to fine particulate matter (PM2.5) among its wider peer group (see Figure
18). At 5.4 µg/m3, this is significantly lower than the peer average of 8.3 µg/m3.35 However, Greater Victoria also is measured
as having the second lowest number of days where average air pollution is entirely in line with ‘fresh air’ guidelines. This
performance should be explored in more detail as more consistent excellence would help Greater Victoria to achieve stronger
global recognition for its environmental quality.

Figure 18: Average
annual exposure to
air pollution
Note: ‘fresh air’ level = average
of < 20 ug/ m3. Main pollutants
include PM 2.5, PM10, NO2 and
O3.
Source: AQI Air Pollution.
Functional urban area scale
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Strategic challenges
Greater Victoria has, in relative terms, historically relied on tourism much more than other small peer regions. Prior to the
crisis, it welcomed nearly 11 tourists per resident (10.7), more than core cities of established European destinations such as
Porto (10.4) and Amsterdam (9.6) (see Figure 19). Moreover, 35% of Greater Victoria’s visitors are international, the 2nd highest
share among its core peer group. There is an opportunity post-Covid for Greater Victoria to re-imagine its visitor experience
and align its visitor strengths with ambitions to grow its innovation ecosystem.

Figure 19: Visitor to resident ratio
Source: City and regional tourism agencies, latest available data.
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Greater Victoria has one of the most unaffordable housing markets globally, which remains an important challenge to the
long-term attraction and retention of top global talent. With a median multiple of 8.1, Greater Victoria is now among the top
5% least affordable housing markets in the English-speaking world. Among its core peer group, Greater Victoria is the second
most unaffordable market, slightly behind Sunshine Coast (see Figure 20). The City of Victoria also ranks in the bottom 20%
of its wider peer group for the cost of 1-bedroom flats to rent relative to the average monthly income, and it falls second to last
for 3-bedroom flats to rent.36 Importantly, the share of rental housing starts has increased by 11.5% between 2017 and 2019
and is more than double that of the Canadian peer city average, and more rental housing is being built now in Greater Victoria
than at any time in the past 25 years.37 Peer regions have been proactively prioritising a more flexible housing market with a
wider range of tenures and co-investment sources and locations unlocked.

Figure 20: Median multiple housing affordability among English-speaking markets
Source: Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey 2020.
Note: Median multiple = median house price / median household income.
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6. Health and sustainability
SUMMARY
Greater Victoria’s health performance is a major advantage in terms of liveability and, in due course,
reputation. The region stands out for having the highest life expectancy among its peers, and for its efficient
and affordable healthcare system. Greater Victoria’s residents appear more satisfied with the affordability and
availability of healthcare than on average among peers.
Greater Victoria has been more successful at containing urban sprawl, but less successful at preserving
its natural assets, relative to peers. Greater Victoria has been gradually becoming more land use efficient
over the past decade. But although tree coverage remains high, Greater Victoria also has a very high share of
artificial land surfaces, which may be a threat to environmental resilience. The share of natural land surfaces
has also declined relatively rapidly, putting Greater Victoria in the middle of the pack relative to its peers.
Greater Victoria is already a relatively low carbon region and can become globally recognised for its
ambition to reduce emissions even further. Greater Victoria stands out for its rapid uptake of green mobility
solutions relative to its global peers. It has recently been recognised as one of only 105 ‘A list’ cities that are
leading the transition to a climate safe future, in recognition of its ambition to cut emissions by 80% by 2050.
Victoria is one of only 3 peers among its wider group to have been recognised in this way. The next steps for
Greater Victoria will include efforts to ensure that it follows through and delivers on this promise, and uses
these ambitions to drive growth of the green economy.

In this section, we have reviewed data on:
•

life expectancy

•

perceptions of the affordability, accessibility and quality of healthcare

•

urban sprawl

•

preservation of natural assets

•

uptake and deployment of electric vehicle charging stations

•

CO2 emissions and reduction targets.
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Health
Greater Victoria is a healthy region even by the high global standards set by its peers. It has the highest life expectancy
among measured peer regions, with a life expectancy at birth of over 83 years old, higher than in Sunshine Coast and
Newcastle. 38
Victoria stands out among peers for its efficient healthcare system. The city features in the top 100 best hospital cities
globally.39 It scores highly for its physical and financial accessibility and is in the middle of the pack relative to much larger
North American cities.40 Greater Victoria’s two largest hospitals, Royal Jubilee Hospital and General Hospital, both feature in
Canada’s top 15 hospitals. 41
Existing data suggests Greater Victoria’s residents are more satisfied with the cost of healthcare than elsewhere. Among its
wider peer group, Greater Victoria’s population is the 3rd most satisfied. However, among its wider peer group, the data shows
that Greater Victoria has yet to reduce the waiting times in medical institutions to improve residents’ satisfaction.42
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Sustainability
Greater Victoria has been more successful at containing urban sprawl than its peers in recent years. Greater Victoria’s
built-up area expanded by around 3% between 2000 and 2014, nearly 1.5% less than on average among the region’s wider
international peer group. Taking into account population changes, Greater Victoria stands out as a city that has become more
land use efficient, albeit at a slightly slower rate than some of the more rapidly densifying cities among its wider peer group
(see Figure 21). However, as the region is still on a journey to achieve a medium-density development model, vigilance will be
required in the next cycle as population grows to ensure the region continues to densify rather than sprawls.
Greater Victoria’s efforts to preserve natural assets have on the whole been less successful. From 2004 to 2018, the
proportion of natural land surfaces and tree covered areas declined by around 2%, putting Greater Victoria in the middle of the
pack relative to its wider peer group for preservation of natural assets. Although over a quarter of Greater Victoria’s functional
urban land area remains tree covered, Greater Victoria also has the 3rd highest proportion of artificial surfaces among its peer
group, at around 60%, which represents a long-term threat to the region’s resilience to natural and climate change disasters.
Greater Victoria has however been more successful than other Canadian regions at preserving its natural assets, with the 7th
lowest relative decline in the proportion of natural surfaces among the nation’s 26 metropolitan areas.43

Becoming less
land-use efficient

Figure 21: % increase in built-up area, absolute and per capita, 2000-2014
Source: OECD. *Functional Urban Area scale. *Excludes two outliers: Helsinki and Vitoria-Gasteiz.
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Greater Victoria stands out for its rapid uptake and deployment of green mobility solutions. It ranks 2nd among its core
peer group for the number of EV charging points per capita in the city region, only behind Bergen, or 3rd among its wider peer
group, behind Rotterdam and Eindhoven.44 Greater Victoria’s performance is even more impressive in a wider regional and
global context, featuring in the top 10 small North American city regions, and in the top 15 small regions globally.
Greater Victoria is, in general, a lower carbon intensity region than its peers. Current CO2 emissions are below 2 tonnes per
capita, which is much lower than on average among most of Greater Victoria’s measured peers (see Figure 22).45 This is partly
due to higher renewable energy consumption in Greater Victoria (61.1% in Greater Victoria versus 58.8% on average among
Canadian peer city regions), and partly due to a higher mode share of non-car journeys (see also Section 4).46
Victoria is globally recognised for its low-carbon ambition and climate leadership. The City of Victoria’s carbon emission
reduction ambitions have recently been recognised by the CDP Open Data Portal – one of the largest global repositories
of climate data – who have listed it as one of 105 cities that are ‘leading the transition to a climate-safe future’. The city is
recognised as an ‘A list’ city for its ambition of an 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050.47 Only two of Victoria’s peers,
Malmö and Vitoria-Gasteiz, have been recognised in this way, suggesting that there may be an opportunity for Victoria to
promote itself globally in this area.

Figure 22: CO2 emissions per capita, Greater Victoria and selected peers, latest available
Sources: Local and national statistics agencies. *Canadian average = average among Canadian cities voluntarily signed up to the World Council
on City Data. For Bergen, data is at the City of Bergen scale. For Cardiff, data is at the Cardiff Local Authority scale.
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Appendix
A note on data scales and terminology
Wherever Victoria is mentioned, we are referring to Greater Victoria CMA, unless otherwise specified.
All the other cities mentioned are also measured at the metropolitan/city-region scale, unless otherwise
specified. When we refer to “small” city-regions, this means city-regions of less than 1m people.
We compare Greater Victoria as a region (population 367,770; area 696.15 sq.km.) to the scale which is
most relevant in terms of population and land area, at which data are most readily available, and which
reveals the most accurate competitive and comparative insights (see Table 1). The scales are:
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•

For Aarhus, Aarhus and 12 adjacent local authorities forming Aarhus Business Region (994,050 ;
5,840 sq.km.)

•

For Bergen, Greater Bergen Region made up of Bergen and 8 other local authorities (425,000 ;
166 sq.km.)

•

For Cork, County Cork (542,000; 7,500 sqkm)

•

For Hobart, Greater Hobart (240,000 ; 1690 sq.km.)

•

For Newcastle, the City of Newcastle and the 4 adjacent local authorities: Port Stephens, Lake
Macquarie, Cessnock and Maitland (577,000; 4,175 sqkm)

•

For Providence, Providence Metropolitan Area (1,621,000 ; 4,240 sq.km.)

•

For Sunshine Coast (319,000; 2,250 sqkm)

•

For Vitoria-Gasteiz, Vitoria-Gasteiz (249,000 ; 277 sq.km.)
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The different data scales for specific indicators and datasets

Competitive Criteria

Scale

Productivity

OECD metropolitan area

Productivity compared to regional hub

Victoria CMA

Industry employment mix

Victoria CMA

Higher education attainment

Victoria CMA

Past and future population growth

UN-defined built-up area

Population age structure

Victoria CMA

Innovative firm activity, performance and specialisations

Victoria CMA

Share of FTE and remote job postings

TBC

Built-up area density

OECD-defined built-up area

Downtown scale and density

Downtown Greater Victoria

Spatial dynamics of innovation ecosystem

Victoria CMA

Housing stock, dwelling type and homeownership rate

Victoria CMA

Commute time

Victoria CMA

Modal split

Victoria CMA

Airport and internal connectivity

Victoria CMA

Internet speeds (global comparison)

Weighted average across main settlements in Victoria CMA

Access to variety amenities

Weighted average across main settlements in Victoria CMA

Air pollution exposure

OECD functional urban area

Visitor to resident ratio

TBC

Housing unaffordability

Demographia-defined built-up area

Life expectancy

Victoria CMA

Change in built up area

OECD functional urban area

Land coverage

OECD functional urban area

EV charging infrastructure

25km radius from city centre

CO2 emissions

Victoria CMA

Renewable energy consumption

Victoria CMA

Table 5: Data scales for indicators and datasets
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Definitions based on Crunchbase
Globally influential: No. of innovative firms ranking in the top 10,000 globally on aggregate in Crunchbase’s database of over
850,000 firms that have a high technology quotient, are recognised in global media as having innovated in terms of product
or process in the past 12 months, or have experienced significant VC investment (ranking based on an aggregate score across
measures of firm activity, online and media visibility, investment momentum, etc.)
Rapidly scaling ecosystem catalysers: No. of innovative firms ranking in the top 50,000 globally on aggregate in Crunchbase’s
database of over 850,000 firms that have a high technology quotient, are recognised in global media as having innovated
in terms of product or process in the past 12 months, or have experienced significant VC investment (ranking based on an
aggregate score across measures of firm activity, online and media visibility, investment momentum, etc.)
Promising mid-size: No. of innovative firms ranking in the top 100,000 globally on aggregate in Crunchbase’s database of over
850,000 firms that have a high technology quotient, are recognised in global media as having innovated in terms of product
or process in the past 12 months, or have experienced significant VC investment (ranking based on an aggregate score across
measures of firm activity, online and media visibility, investment momentum, etc.)
Early stage start-ups: No. of innovative firms ranking outside the top 100,000 globally on aggregate in Crunchbase’s database
of over 850,000 firms that have a high technology quotient, are recognised in global media as having innovated in terms of
product or process in the past 12 months, or have experienced significant VC investment (ranking based on an aggregate
score across measures of firm activity, online and media visibility, investment momentum, etc.)
The core data sources used in this report include:
•

census data, including census profiles and the National Cities Performance Framework, and equivalents in other
national systems.

•

data from regional health, tourism and airport agencies

•

global comparative reports and datasets (e.g. Brookings Global Metro Monitor, Demographia World Urban Areas
report, Times Higher Education, OECD Functional Urban Areas database)

•

web platforms and apps (e.g. McKinsey Urban World app, Indeed, Crunchbase, co-worker.com, TripAdvisor, Google
Maps and testmy.net).

Notes to individual figures:
Overall performance spidergram:
•

Each of the 8 overarching themes (see below) comprise multiple indicators. For each theme, the relative positions
(1-7) of the city-regions in relevant indicators were analysed in an Elo algorithm. Designed as a Chess tournament
ranking system, the Elo Rating System rates cities or regions by comparing their performance in every possible
permutation against a list of other cities/regions. The system produces the most accurate comparative assessment
of city/region performance, as it accounts for the fact that some cities/regions may appear in more comparative
studies than do others, and that each ranking measures a different number of cities.

•

The 7 regions were ranked 1-7 by their algorithm score so that every region had an overall ranking for each theme (7
for 1st place, 1 for 7th place)

•

Where Victoria was ranked joint with another city for a theme, a median score was awarded for that theme
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Indicators:
Innovation economy and spaces: Number of co-working spaces per 10,000 population, number of incubators and
accelerators per 10,000 population, number of innovative tech firms.
Knowledge economy and skills: % employment in knowledge intensive business services, university performance, % HE
attainment.
Smart strategies and land use: Extent and embeddedness of smart development strategies, % increase in built-up area
footprint, 2000-2014.
Efficient and sustainable mobility: % of trips to work by car, mean commute time.
Liveability fundamentals: Life expectancy at birth, exposure to air pollution, median multiple housing affordability.
Amenities and appeal: Visitor numbers, access to variety amenities, access to next-generation, in-demand amenities.
Connectivity: Connectivity to/from regional centre (time), connectivity to/from regional centre (speed), current air passenger
throughput (primary airport), forecast air passenger throughput (primary airport), internet speed.
Productive density and spatial form: Wider CBD residential density, population density (regional scale), population density
(built-up area scale), share of wider CBD as % of regional population.
Figure 3, on sectoral economic activity
Aggregated sectors, where they do not directly overlap with Canadian classification system, include the following nationally
recognised sectors:
Retail and wholesale trade: retail trade; wholesale trade
Finance, insurance, real estate, rental and leasing: financial and insurance services; real estate, rental and hiring services
Business, building and other support services: administrative and support services
Public administration: public administration and safety
Information, culture and recreation: information, media and telecoms; arts and recreation services
Agriculture and mining: agriculture, forestry and fishing; mining
Utilities: electricity, gas, water and waste services
Table 2 – on top firms and % of full-time jobs
Data scales used:
Exact location only: County Cork
25km radius: Victoria, Hobart, Sunshine Coast, Cardiff
50km radius: Newcastle, Christchurch
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Figures 6, 7 and 8 – on innovative firm activity
We attributed the following terms based on Crunchbase’s measure of all-round firm influence (global rank), which considers
revenue, acquisitions, web and media traffic, patents and trademarks, etc.:
•

Start-ups = ranked outside global top 100,000

•

Rapidly scaling = ranked from 50,000 to 100,000

•

Promising mid-size = ranked from 10,000 to 50,000

•

Globally influential = ranked within global top 10,000

Sectoral innovation strengths were calculated using Crunchbase data on the total number of innovative technology firms in
the region. To correct for the fact that many firms span more than one category, we counted all the categories assigned by
Crunchbase to a given firm (e.g. a financial firm specialising in digital payments would result in a mention for finance, digital
technology and payments). All Crunchbase-assigned categories that were too vague were discounted (e.g. “security”, “service
industry”, “internet”) from the analysis at this stage.
All categories were then organised into 8 broad category groups, giving a total number (total across all category groups and
for each group) for all comparator regions. We calculated the share of each category group as a percentage of total innovative
firm activity for each city.
Greater Victoria’s relative strengths and weaknesses were calculated by comparing the percentage for each of Greater
Victoria’s 8 category groups to that of the average among comparators, and then correcting for relative differences between
the groups by dividing by Greater Victoria’s deviation from the average in each case.
Page 33 – on infrastructure projects
Greater Victoria: Wastewater Treatment for Regional Capital District
Aarhus: Port Renovation
Bergen: New highway and suspension bridge (E39 Coastal Highway Route)
Cork: Macroom Bypass
Hobart: Bryn Estyn Water Treatment Plant upgrade
Newcastle: Newcastle Power Station
Providence: Northbound Providence Viaduct Improvements
Sunshine Coast: Bruce Highway Upgrade: Cooroy to Curra, Section D
Tallinn: International Airport Expansion
Rotterdam: A16 Motorway project
Gothenburg: Gothenburg-Boras project
Malmo: Lund-Arlov railway upgrade
Cardiff: South Wales Metro
Antwerp: Ringland project
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Page 34 – on internet speeds
For internet speed, average regional internet speeds were calculated by taking weighted averages based on the relative
population sizes of the major centres for which data was available.
Localities: Saanichton, Sidney, Sooke, Victoria
Figure 15 – on access to amenities
For access to attractions, regional intensity was calculated by summing all attractions listed in the major centres for which
data was available (see below for major centres with data available for Victoria).
Localities: Langford, North Saanich, Saanichton, Sidney, Sooke, Victoria
Table 3 – on wider CBD characteristics
Localities included in the ‘wider CBD’ include:
Bergen: Sentrum
Eindhoven: Centrum
Helsinki: Vironniemi
Hobart: Hobart City Centre
Malmö: Malmö Sankt Petri
Newcastle: Newcastle, Newcastle East, Newcastle West, Cooks Hill, The Hill, Hamilton South, Hamilton East, Junction
Providence: Downtown, Federal Hill
Rotterdam: Centrum
Sunshine Coast: Maroochydore Activity Centre Profile Area
Vitoria-Gasteiz: Casco Viejo, Ensanche, Lovania and Coronacion
Greater Victoria: Downtown Victoria
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